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Welcome
Dayton ISD appreciates your commitment to professional growth
and learning. In order to respect every attendee’s time and
contributions, we will follow these expectations during today’s
meeting:

● Be Attentive - participate, contribute, collaborate
● Be Prepared - we will begin on time & follow the agenda
● Be Polite - silence phones, limit messages, take calls outside
● Be Open-Minded - thinking is student centered & solution 

driven
● Be Present - avoid sidebar conversations & multi-tasking
● Be Professional - respect others’ opinions and perspectives

DISD Learning Today,  Leading Tomorrow



Agenda

• Instructional strategies checklist

• Splash - Sort – Label

• Figure 19 

• Reading process 

• Reading strategies

• Shared reading – Visualizing (The launching sequence)

• Instructional strategies checklist

• Questions/Comments



Learning Objective

I can identify what Fig. 19 is 

and the reading strategies to 

teach it effectively in my 

classroom.

Language Objective

I can share my answer using a 

variety of complete sentence 

structures such as:

• Thinking about the reading 

process I notice…………

• The difference between 

reading strategies and 

reading skills is………..



Splash-Sort-Label:

“What do good readers do?”

• During the next 1-2 minutes individually write down your 
responses, one thought/idea per sticky note.

• Splash - Form groups and combine your sticky notes on the 
wall.

• Sort – Survey your groups’ responses by removing redundant 
notes as needed.

• Label – Collaboratively come up with categories and headings 
that fit your responses and rearrange sticky notes into those 
categories.

• Share whole group



Figure 19 – Reading Comprehension Skills

“Students use a flexible range of 
metacognitive reading skills in both 
assigned and independent reading to 
understand an author’s message.”

Define Fig. 19 with one word on a sticky note
I think Fig. 19 means________because………….



Figure 19 – Reading Comprehension Skills

With a partner read:
Fig. 19A, Fig. 19B, Fig. 19C, Fig. 19D, 
Fig. 19E, Fig. 19F

Define each one of them in one word.



Schema

Visualizing

Asking Questions

Inferring

Determining 
Importance

Synthesis

Cause & 
Effect

Main Idea

Fact & 
Opinion Sequencing

Summarizing

Reading Strategies...
Thinking about the reading process 
I notice….. 

Reading Skills...

Reading Strategies...

Reading Strategies...
The difference between the reading 
strategies and the reading skills is…….



Metacognitive Strategies (research):

• Using Schema
• Inferring
• Questioning
• Determining Importance
• Visualizing 
• Synthesizing

Between Fig. 19 and the metacognitive strategies I 
notice…………



Reading Process –

Reading Strategies: Fig. 19 of TEKS

Reading Skills: Skills from TEKS



What a reading strategy 
is……….

• Intentional mental 
actions during reading 
that improve reading 
comprehension. 

•Deliberate efforts by a 
reader to better 
understand or remember 
what is being read. 

•Unobservable behavior, 
it happens in the brain.

What a reading strategy 
is not…………

• Instructional activities such as 
completing worksheets. 
Worksheets rarely include 
instruction in what students 
should do actively in their 
heads to improve 
comprehension.

• Exercises that are aimed at 
giving students practice with 
skills such as sequencing or 
drawing conclusions, but that 
lack explicit instruction in how 
to think in these ways during 
reading. 



Visualizing – Launching Sequence
(gradual release of responsibility)

Concrete Experience

Sensory Exercises

Wordless Picture Books

Time for Text



Day 1 - Concrete Experience- Visualizing Tubes

Choose one item that 
capture your interest and 
spend a couple of minutes 
looking through the tube at 
the item:

• Picture where it might 
belong

• Visualize (image) what 
sights, smells, sounds, and 
sensations might be 
surrounding it

• Sketch your visualization 
on the paper

• Discuss it with your 
partner 



Day 2 – Sensory Exercise - Poem

As we listen the poem “Shapes by Shel
Silverstein” sketch/draw what you are 
visualizing.



Day 2 – Sensory Exercise – Dorothea Lange

• What sounds would 
surround this moment in 
time?

• How would the air feel? 
Dry? Humid? Still?

• Can you smell anything in 
this picture?

• What feelings rise up in 
you?

• How would you name the 
photograph? Why?

“Migrant agricultural worker’s family” (1936)



Day 2 – Sensory Exercise – Dorothea Lange

• What sounds would 
surround this moment in 
time?

• How would the air feel? 
Dry? Humid? Still?

• Can you smell anything in 
this picture?

• What feelings rise up in 
you?

• How would you name the 
photograph? Why?

“Migrant Mother” (1936)



Day 2 – Sensory Exercise – Dorothea Lange

• What sounds would 
surround this moment in 
time?

• How would the air feel? 
Dry? Humid? Still?

• Can you smell anything in 
this picture?

• What feelings rise up in 
you?

• How would you name the 
photograph? Why?

“Homeless Man Carrying Belongings” (1938)



Day 3 – Wordless Picture Book – Sidewalk 
Circus (Paul Fleishchman and Kevin Hawks, 
2004)

A tribute to the power of imagination!!!!



Day 4/5 – Time for text

Thinking Aloud – Teacher Models -

• Night Sounds, Morning Colors by Rosemary Wells:

• Read one or two pages each day modeling creating mental 
imagery and talking about how the images we create 
enhance the understanding of the text.

• “Lie down, close your eyes, and listen to the words as I 
read. Pay attention to the images that come alive in your 
mind. Put your thumb up when an image comes into your 
head.”



Day 4/5 – Time for text –
Thinking Aloud – Teacher/Students-

• Ducks on a Winter Night by Georgia Heard (1997):

• Read the poem together 3 to 4 times. Ask children to go 
to their seats and draw images they have created from 
the poem. Then, they share the images with the person 
next to them discussing about their images and why.

• Say “Let’s read the poem again. As we read pay attention 
to your images this time through. After learning about 
your partner’s image and rereading the text, would you 
change the image you have drawn? Why?

• Go and draw an image as you see it now. Share their work.



Questions/Concerns
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